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CASABLANCA

INFINITY

If you are intrigued by discreet and sophisticated shapes, Casablanca Infi nity is just the thing for you!

This low enclosure, which makes a very discreet fi rst impression in the garden,

hides many secrets to attract everybody’s attention. Its angular clear roofi ng material,

futuristic carbon design and low Air rails are the best evidence.

CUSTOM ENCLOSURE SIZES

Width 200 to 850 cm

Height 36 to 350 cm

Length unlimited

STANDARD ENCLOSURE SIZES CASABLANCA INFINITY A CASABLANCA INFINITY B

Outer width 390 cm 500 cm

Inner width 362 cm 458 cm

Outer length 646 cm 860 cm

Outer height 62 cm 75 cm
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CASABLANCA
The landmark of your garden – this is our standard enclosure Casablanca.

With a surface fi nish as per request, 4 entrances to the enclosure

and clear compact polycarbonate, it is not only a dignifi ed cover over

your swimming pool, but also an area for yearlong use.

You do not have to worry about the weather when you want to have

a good time with your friends at the poolside.

CUSTOM ENCLOSURE SIZES

Width 200 to 850 cm

Height 36 to 350 cm

Length unlimited
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DALLAS
If you are thinking about a low enclosure and prefer rounded shapes and smooth curves,

Dallas is the best solution for you.

The Dallas enclosure off ers one of the most popular shapes, because it fi ts in every garden.

DALLAS CLEAR

CUSTOM ENCLOSURE SIZES

Width 300 to 850 cm

Height 61 to 369 cm

Length unlimited

STANDARD ENCLOSURE SIZES DALLAS A / DALLAS CLEAR A DALLAS B / DALLAS CLEAR B

Outer width 407 cm 520 cm

Inner width 379 cm 478 cm

Outer length 646 cm 860 cm

Outer height 75 cm 85 cm
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KLASIK
An enclosure of medium height suitable for everyone,

a traditional product you will never stop enjoying... that it our Klasik enclosure.

Choose an enclosure that will serve you for many years.

KLASIK CLEAR

CUSTOM ENCLOSURE SIZES

Width 250 to 900 cm

Height 70 to 350 cm

Length unlimited

STANDARD ENCLOSURE SIZES
KLASIK A

KLASIK CLEAR A

KLASIK B

KLASIK CLEAR B

KLASIK C

KLASIK CLEAR C
KLASIK STRONG

Outer width 361 cm 471 cm 571 cm 18'9"

Inner width 333 cm 429 cm 515 cm 16'11"

Outer length 646 cm 860 cm 1073 cm 35'3"

Outer height 100 cm 130 cm 155 cm 5'1"
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Commercial enclosures

If you need an enclosure for a large private or public 

swimming pool, look no further. In cooperation with 

our partners, we are able to cover even an Olympic-size 

swimming pool!

All these pictures and shapes are illustrative only, every enclosure is solved individually. i

POSSIBLE ENCLOSURE SIZES

Width „B“ 700 to 2 400 cm

Height „V“ individual

Length „E“ unlimited

Enclosure type standard or lean on wall enclosure

min.

max.

min.

max.

CustomCustom

Optional door in front or back wall Optional Solar drive unit

 Individual supporting profiles Optional side entrance Compact polycarbonate Individual choice of rails

Colour as per request
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